
Introduction

OIP Case Study: Holds Optimization

Insurance processes often appear set in stone. After all, the applications and subsequently issued docu-
ments have not changed much over the past years. Underneath the surface, however, small changes 
occur, one by one. When added, they do sum up to make a significant difference between the perception 
and how it is being processed in reality.

Our client, a regional MGA, had expanded their business with OIP and provided training related to the 
tasks deployed. As OIP’s role grew, we came to realize that there is a duplication of work and unnecessary 
holds resulting in a lot of back-and-forth task correspondence. In a nutshell, the task could not be per-
formed without “touching it” three times by three different people. The idea of outsourcing is that our clients 
send over the task, OIP completes it, documents in the client system, sends to appropriate parties and 
closes the file. Not only that existing process was taking too long, but it was error-prone.

Challenge

Solution

Benefit

Result

OIP consultancy services on industry best practices
Lowering processing time
Increased Carrier and Insured satisfaction
Knowledge sharing
Standardization
Higher accuracy
Removal of redundant steps in the processRemoval of redundant steps in the process
Short and long run cost savings

Shortly after realizing the problem, the analysis of the process versus results and expectations was done. 
OIP presented the solution which was - perform the hold analysis, clarify the start to end procedure, 
ensure the processor received all information necessary to complete the task immediately. 

As a result, the 40% hold ratio went down to 10%. It is improbable that holds percentage will ever get down 
to 0%, because of the complexity of the E&S market and coverage as well as the insured's request being 
subject to interpretation. OIP always provides our clients with value by achieving both efficiencies with our 
work and providing work of the highest quality. One with another provides a growing and profitable busi-
ness environment.
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